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Abstract

Machine learning (ML) has become prominent in applica-
tions that directly affect people’s quality of life, including in
healthcare, justice, and finance. ML models have been found
to exhibit discrimination based on sensitive attributes such as
gender, race, or disability. Assessing if an ML model is free
of bias remains challenging to date, and by definition has to
be done with sensitive user characteristics that are subject of
anti-discrimination and data protection law. Existing libraries
for fairness auditing of ML models offer no mechanism to
protect the privacy of the audit data. We present PRIVFAIR, a
library for privacy-preserving fairness audits of ML models.
Through the use of Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC),
PRIVFAIR protects the confidentiality of the model under au-
dit and the sensitive data used for the audit, hence it supports
scenarios in which a proprietary classifier owned by a com-
pany is audited using sensitive audit data from an external
investigator. We demonstrate the use of PRIVFAIR for group
fairness auditing with tabular data or image data, without re-
quiring the investigator to disclose their data to anyone in
an unencrypted manner, or the model owner to reveal their
model parameters to anyone in plaintext.

Introduction
Algorithmic decision making, driven by machine learning
(ML), has become very prominent in applications that di-
rectly affect people’s quality of life, including in health-
care, justice, and finance. ML models have made discrim-
inatory inferences in recidivism prediction (Angwin et al.
2016), credit card approval (Vigdor 2019), advertising (Ali
et al. 2019) and job matching (Wall and Schellmann 2021),
among others. Concerns over fairness in ML have prompted
research into the establishment of fairness metrics and tech-
niques to mitigate bias; see e.g. (Calders and Verwer 2010;
Galhotra, Brun, and Meliou 2017; Kearns et al. 2018; Pleiss
et al. 2017; Verma and Rubin 2018) and references therein.
In state-of-the-art approaches based on group fairness mea-
sures, audits are done by comparing the ML model predic-
tions for different demographic subgroups in the audit data
set. For instance, a classifier satisfies the definition of de-
mographic parity (Dwork et al. 2012) if the subjects in the
protected group and the unprotected group have equal proba-
bility of being assigned to the positive predicted class, e.g. if
credit card approval is equally probable for both females and
males.

In real world scenarios, a proprietary modelM held by a
company Alice may need to be audited by an external inves-
tigator Bob using sensitive audit data D (see Figure 1a). For
example, a bank or hospital, represented by Bob, wants to
purchase use of a predictive model and needs to investigate
whether the model performs fairly on their data. Alice does
not want to disclose her trained model parameters as this
could assist rival companies to benefit from her technology.
Furthermore, ML models can memorize specific examples
from the training data (Carlini et al. 2019), hence disclosing
M, or even giving just black box access through an API in-
terface, can leak very specific information about the training
data, which might be sensitive in itself. Likewise, Bob does
not want to disclose the audit data D to Alice, because it
contains sensitive attributes that are on one hand needed for
the fairness audit, while on the other hand may be subject of
anti-discrimination and data protection law.

While substantial research progress has been made in the
area of fairness in AI and, separately, in the area of privacy-
preserving ML, there is a gap in literature that addresses
fairness and privacy simultaneously. Existing algorithms for
fairness auditing, and their implementations in libraries such
as Fairlearn (Bird et al. 2020) and AI Fairness 360 (Bellamy
et al. 2019), operate without concern for privacy, assuming
that the entity performing the fairness audit has unrestricted
access to the model M as well as the audit data D. This
assumes that either Alice is willing to disclose M to Bob,
or that Bob is willing to disclose D to Alice, or that they are
both willing to discloseM andD to some trusted third party.
None of these scenarios is realistic for proprietary models
and sensitive audit data.

We present PRIVFAIR, a library for privacy-preserving
evaluation of ML models that does not require disclosure
of trained model parameters nor of audit data. PRIVFAIR is
based on Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC) (Cramer,
Damgard, and Nielsen 2015), a cryptographic approach that
allows two or more parties to jointly compute a specified
output from their private information in a distributed fash-
ion, without actually revealing the private information.

The price paid to preserve privacy during fairness auditing
is an increase in runtime, which stems mostly from the com-
putational and communication cost of the MPC protocols
used for labeling the audit instances in a privacy-preserving
manner. We argue that this is a reasonable price to pay when
working with sensitive data. Indeed, unlike in inference ap-
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(a) Secure fairness auditing in the 3PC scenario

Encrypting model parameters... Encrypting audit data

Connecting to servers... Connecting to servers...

Connected to servers... Connected to servers...

Secret sharing parameters with servers... Secret sharing audit data with servers...

Servers running MPC protocol for DP Servers running MPC protocol for DP

Servers running MPC protocol for EOP Servers running MPC protocol for EOP

Finished protocol execution Finished protocol execution

Aggregating results...

Demographic parity - male: 0.24

Demographic parity - female: 0.19

Equal opportunity - male: 0.399

Equal opportunity - female: 0.40

(b) Model owner’s terminal during audit (c) Investigator’s terminal during audit

Figure 1: Alice and Bob send encrypted shares of the modelM (Alice) and the audit data D (Bob) to 3 servers. The servers
subsequently execute MPC protocols to measure demographic parity (DP) and equal opportunity (EOP) in a privacy-preserving
manner, i.e. through computations over the encrypted data.

plications – such as real-time speech recognition or video
classification for surveillance – where fast responsiveness
of the system is of utmost importance, in fairness auditing
use cases with sensitive data one can typically afford longer
runtimes, justifying the use of the most stringent security
settings, even if they come at a higher cost.

Preliminaries
As is common in MPC, all computations in PRIVFAIR are
done over integers in a ring Zq = {0, 1, 2, . . . , q − 1}. The
parameter values of Alice’s trained modelM, and the fea-
ture values of Bob’s audit data D, are natively often real
numbers represented in a floating point format. In this case,
as is common in MPC, Alice and Bob convert all data in
their inputs M and D into integers using a bijection be-
tween the reals (represented by fixed point notation with k
bits in total out of which a bits of decimal precision), and
the integers in Zq , making it simple to go from one rep-
resentation to the other (De Cock et al. 2021). q = 2k is
chosen large enough so that there is no loss of precision that
would affect the utility of the ML models. Next, Alice and
Bob encrypt the integers by splitting them into so-called se-
cret shares (see below) and distributing these secret shares
across parties (servers) who subsequently perform computa-
tions over the shares (see Figure 1). While the original values

of the inputsM and D can be trivially revealed by combin-
ing all shares, the secret-sharing based MPC schemes ensure
that nothing about the inputs is revealed to any subset of the
servers that can be corrupted by an adversary. This means,
in particular, that none of the servers by themselves learns
anything about the actual values of the inputs.

PRIVFAIR incorporates a variety of MPC schemes, de-
signed for different numbers of parties (servers) and offer-
ing various levels of security that correspond to different
threat models. Regarding threat models, the fairness audit-
ing protocols in PRIVFAIR provide protection against pas-
sive as well as active adversaries. While parties corrupted
by passive adversaries follow the protocol instructions cor-
rectly but try to obtain additional information, parties cor-
rupted by active adversaries can deviate from the protocol
instructions. Regarding the number of parties, while fairness
auditing is inherently a two-party (2PC) scenario between
Alice and Bob, they may not each have a server available on
their end and prefer to outsource computations to the cloud.
PRIVFAIR accommodates two scenarios:

Scenario 1 Alice and Bob have the required computational
setup to perform MPC computations themselves and pro-
ceed by secret-sharing the data with each other only
(2PC),

Scenario 2 Alice and Bob need to perform computation in-



tensive tasks and outsource the MPC based computa-
tions, thus secret-sharing the data across a set of un-
trusted servers (see Figure 1a for an illustration of 3PC).

The 2PC setting is a dishonest-majority setting in which
each server can only trust itself. In the 3PC setting, we con-
sider an honest-majority setting where at most one of the
servers is corrupted by an adversary.

The fairness auditing protocols in PRIVFAIR are suffi-
ciently generic to be used in dishonest-majority as well as
honest-majority settings, with passive or active adversaries.
This is achieved by changing the underlying MPC scheme to
align with the desired security setting. We refer to the cap-
tion of Table 2 for a listing of the various MPC schemes that
we used to obtain the results reported in this paper.

In a replicated secret sharing scheme with 3 servers (3PC)
and passive adversaries for example (Araki et al. 2016),
a value x in Zq is secret shared among the servers (par-
ties) S1, S2, and S3 by picking uniformly random numbers
(shares) x1, x2, x3 ∈ Zq such that x1+x2+x3 = x mod q,
and distributing (x1, x2) to S1, (x2, x3) to S2, and (x3, x1)
to S3. Note that, while the secret-shared information can be
trivially revealed by combining all shares, no single server
can obtain any information about x given its shares. In the
remainder of this paper, we use [[x]] as a shorthand for a se-
cret sharing of x, regardless of which secret-sharing scheme
is used. In the replicated secret-sharing scheme sketched
above, [[x]] = ((x1, x2), (x2, x3), (x3, x1)).

The MPC schemes used in PRIVFAIR provide a mech-
anism for the servers to perform primitive operations over
the secret shares, namely addition of a constant, multiplica-
tion by a constant, and addition and multiplication of secret-
shared values. Building on these cryptographic primitives,
MPC protocols for other operations have been developed in
the literature. As we explain below, PRIVFAIR’s MPC pro-
tocols for fairness auditing rely on established MPC subpro-
tocols for multiplication πMUL, division πDIV, and equality
testing πEQ of secret-shared values; see e.g. (Catrina and
Saxena 2010; Dalskov, Escudero, and Keller 2020, 2021)
and references therein for descriptions of these subprotocols.

Secure Fairness Auditing Protocols
Below we present MPC protocols for fairness auditing of
ML models. By fairness, we mean algorithmic fairness as
commonly understood in the ML literature, namely that a
person’s experience with an information system should not
irrelevantly depend on their personal characteristics such
as race, gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, or
age (Ekstrand, Joshaghani, and Mehrpouyan 2018). Fairness
has been operationalized through various measures of group
fairness, expressing that different groups of users should re-
ceive similar statistical treatment. Many different notions of
group fairness have been proposed in the literature, some
of them even mathematically incompatible (Kleinberg, Mul-
lainathan, and Raghavan 2016); the discussion on the most
appropriate metrics is still ongoing and out of scope for this
paper.

Many well adopted statistical notions of fairness rely on
measuring the number of true positives (TP), false positives
(FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN) when ap-

plying the ML model under investigation to an audit data
set. Privacy-preserving computations of these numbers form
the basic building blocks of our proposed protocols. In the
description of the protocols below, the audit data D con-
tains samples of the form (x, y, a) in which x is the in-
stance that needs to be classified (e.g. an image, or a row
of tabular data), y is the ground truth class label, and a indi-
cates whether the instance belongs to an unprivileged demo-
graphic subgroup. a is a value of a binary variable A where
A = 0 designates the unprotected group and A = 1 desig-
nates the protected (or sensitive) group. y is a value of a vari-
able Y that represents the actual outcome. Similarly, we use
Ŷ to denote a variable that represents the predicted outcome
according to the modelM. For ease of explanation, we first
assume that Y and Ŷ are binary, i.e. that we are solving a bi-
nary classification task. Next, we explain how the protocols
can be used for auditing of multi-class classifiers as well.

Protocol πEOD for Equalized Odds By definition, equal-
ized odds is satisfied if Ŷ andA are independent conditional
on Y (Eq. (1)) (Hardt, Price, and Srebro 2016), i.e.

Ŷ ⊥⊥ A | Y (1)
For a binary classifier, this is equivalent to Eq. (2), imply-

ing that the true positive rate TPR = TP/(TP+FN) and the
false positive rate FPR = FP/(FP+TN) are the same for both
the unprotected and the protected groups. An exact equality
as in Eq. (2) may be hard to achieve, so it is common to com-
pute the left and the right hand sides of Eq. (2) separately and
inspect their differences, sometimes reported through met-
rics such as the equalized odds difference.

P(Ŷ = 1 |Y = y,A = 0) = P(Ŷ = 1 |Y = y,A = 1),
∀y ∈ {0, 1}

(2)
We extend Eq. (2) to multi-class classification using the

one-vs-rest approach. For a classification task with a label
set L = {0, 1, ..., C − 1}, for each class label c ∈ L, we
define the equalized odds for class label c as per Eq. (3). In
this case, for each class label c, we consider two cases with
Ŷ = c and Ŷ = ¬c (any other class). Adapting Eq. (2) to
this gives us Eq. (3) which implies that the TPR and FPR
for each class should be same for both the protected and
unprotected groups.

P(Ŷ = c |Y = y,A = 0) = P(Ŷ = c |Y = y,A = 1),
∀y ∈ {c,¬c},∀c ∈ L

(3)
In PRIVFAIR, the left and right hand sides of Eq. (3)

are computed in a privacy-preserving manner with proto-
col πEOD, presented in pseudocode here as Protocol 1. At
the beginning of this protocol, the servers (parties) have se-
cret shares of the parameters of the model M, as received
from the model owner Alice (see Figure 1). Similarly, from
the investigator Bob, the parties have received secret shares
of an audit data set D with N instances, including a secret-
shared vector Y of length N with the ground truth labels
and a secret-shared vector A of length N with the sensitive
attribute. Note that we abuse the notations Y and A here to
denote random variables as in Eq. (3) as well as vectors with
values for those random variables as in Protocol 1.



Protocol 1: Protocol πEOD for computing equalized odds for
multi-class classification
Input: The parties have a secret sharing of trained model
parameters [[M]], and a secret sharing of a data set [[D]] with
N instances and secret sharings [[Y ]] and [[A]] of the corre-
sponding ground truth labels (drawn from a set L with C
labels) and a binary sensitive attribute.
Output: A secret sharing of the equalized odds metrics for
each class

1: [[Ypred]]← πINFER([[M]],[[D]])
2: for c = 0 to C − 1 do
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: [[grnd]]← πEQ([[Y [i]]], c)
5: [[pred]]← πEQ([[Ypred[i]]], c)
6: [[a]]← [[A[i]]]
7: [[tp]]← πMUL([[grnd]], [[pred]])
8: [[ta]]← πMUL([[grnd]], [[a]])
9: [[pa]]← πMUL([[pred]], [[a]])

10: [[tpa]]← πMUL([[tp]], [[a]])
11: [[TPA=1[c]]]← [[TPA=1[c]]] + [[tpa]]
12: [[FNA=1[c]]]← [[FNA=1[c]]] + ([[ta]] − [[tpa]])
13: [[FPA=1[c]]]← [[FPA=1[c]]] + ([[pa]] − [[tpa]])
14: [[TNA=1[c]]]← [[TNA=1[c]]]

+ ([[a]] − [[ta]] − [[pa]] + [[tpa]])
15: [[TPA=0[c]]]← [[TPA=0[c]]] + ([[tp]] − [[tpa]])
16: [[FNA=0[c]]]← [[FNA=0[c]]]

+ ([[grnd]] − [[ta]] − [[tp]] + [[tpa]])
17: [[FPA=0[c]]]← [[FPA=1[c]]]

+ ([[pred]] − [[pa]] − [[tp]] + [[tpa]])
18: [[TNA=0[c]]]← [[TNA=1[c]]]

+ (1 − [[grnd]] − [[pred]] − [[a]]
+ [[tp]] + [[ta]]+ [[pa]] − [[tpa]])

19: end for
20: [[TPRA=1[c]]]← πDIV([[TPA=1[c]]] ,

[[TPA=1[c]]] + [[FNA=1[c]]])
21: [[TPRA=0[c]]]← πDIV([[TPA=0[c]]] ,

[[TPA=0[c]]] + [[FNA=0[c]]])
22: [[FPRA=1[c]]]← πDIV([[FPA=1[c]]] ,

[[FPA=1[c]]] + [[TNA=1[c]]])
23: [[FPRA=0[c]]]← πDIV([[FPA=0[c]]] ,

[[FPA=0[c]]] + [[TNA=0[c]]])
24: end for
25: return [[TPRA|0,1]] , [[FPRA|0,1]]

On Line 1, the servers perform privacy-preserving label-
ing of the audit data instances in D with the model M
using an MPC protocol πINFER for secure inference. Such
protocols have been developed by us and others for lo-
gistic regression, neural networks, decision tree ensembles
etc. (De Cock et al. 2019; Fritchman et al. 2018; Agrawal
et al. 2019; Reich et al. 2019; Dalskov, Escudero, and Keller
2020; Pentyala, Dowsley, and De Cock 2021) and can be
used in combination with the protocols in PRIVFAIR. After
Line 1, the servers have a secret-shared vector [[Ypred]] with
predicted class labels for each of the samples in the audit
data.

Next, on Line 2–19, for each of the classes, the servers
compute the number of true positives (TP), number of false

grnd pred Metric Logic
1 1 TP grnd ∗ pred
1 0 FN grnd ∗ (1−pred)
0 1 FP (1-grnd) ∗ pred
0 0 TN (1-grnd) ∗ (1−pred)

Table 1: Logic for evaluating TP, FN, FP and TN

positives (FP), number of true negatives (TN) and false neg-
atives (FN) for the (un)protected group. To this end, on Line
4, the servers compute a secret-shared binary variable [[grnd]]
representing if instance i belongs to the class c that is being
inspected. To obtain this, the servers run an MPC protocol
πEQ for equality testing that takes as input the secret-shared
ground truth class label [[Y [i]]] and the class c itself, and
returns a secret-sharing of 1 if the equality test was posi-
tive, and a secret-sharing of 0 otherwise. Next, on Line 5,
the servers compute in a similar way a secret-shared binary
variable [[pred]] representing if the predicted outcome for in-
stance i is the class c that is being inspected. On Line 6,
the servers compute a secret-shared binary value [[a]] repre-
senting if the current sample in the audit data belongs to the
protected or unprotected group.

The underlying logic for efficiently computing TP, FN,
FP, and TN, is derived from the truth table shown in Table 1.
Multiplying column 4 in Table 1 with a and with 1−a respec-
tively gives us the contribution of instance i to the TP, FN,
FP, and TN metrics for the protected and unprotected group
respectively. For example, the total number of instances of
the protected group that get incorrectly classified as belong-
ing to class c is

FPA=1[c] =

n∑
i=1

(1− grnd(i)) ∗ pred(i) ∗ a(i) (4)

in which grnd(i), pred(i), and a(i) are the secret-shared bi-
nary variables computed for instance i on Line 4–5.

This logic is modified to suit the MPC computations on
Line 7–18. To this end, we rewrote the expressions in the
summations as in the right hand side of Eq. (4) to reduce the
overall number of multiplications as much as possible. As a
result, πEOD requires only 4 multiplications per instance and
per class (see Lines 7–10). On Lines 11–14 and Lines 15–18,
the servers use these precomputed secret-shared products to
obtain secret shares of TP, FN, FP, and TN respectively for
the protected group and for the unprotected group.

Finally, on Line 20–23 the servers execute a protocol πDIV

for division with secret-shared values, to obtain secret shares
of the TPR and FPR for each class for the protected and
unprotected groups. At the end of the protocol, each server
sends its secret shares to the investigator Bob who can then
combine the shares to learn the TPR and FPR values. The
servers themselves do not learn anything about the real val-
ues of the TPR and the FPR, nor of the TP, FN, FP, and TN
metrics computed along the way, and not even the number
of instances of each class in the audit data.

While Protocol 1 is presented for multi-class classifica-
tion, it can be trivially used for binary classification as well
by removing Line 2 and 19, and running the inner for-loop



Protocol 2: Protocol πGACC for computing sub-group accu-
racy for multi-class classification
Input: The parties have a secret sharing of trained model
parameters [[M]], and a secret sharing of a data set [[D]] with
N instances and secret sharings [[Y ]] and [[A]] of the corre-
sponding ground truth labels (drawn from a set L with C
labels) and a binary sensitive attribute.
Output: A secret sharing of the sub-group accuracy metrics

1: [[Ypred]]← πINFER([[M]],[[D]])
2: for i = 1 to N do
3: [[countA=1]]← [[countA=1]] + [[A[i]]]
4: end for
5: [[countA=0]]← N − [[countA=1]]
6: [[correctA=1]]← 0
7: [[correctA=0]]← 0
8: for i = 1 to N do
9: [[corr]]← [[Y [i]]] − [[Ypred[i]]]

10: [[iscorr]]← πEQ([[corr]], 0)
11: [[iscorrA=1]]← πMUL( [[iscorr]], [[A[i]]])
12: [[correctA=1]]← [[correctA=1]] + [[iscorrA=1]]
13: [[correctA=0]]← [[correctA=0]]

+ ([[iscorr]] − [[iscorrA=1]])
14: end for
15: [[ACCA=1]]← πDIV([[correctA=1]] , [[countA=1]])
16: [[ACCA=0]]← πDIV([[correctA=0]] , [[countA=0]])
17: [[ACC]]← πMUL([[correctA=1]] + [[correctA=0]], 1/N )
18: return [[ACCA|0,1]], [[ACC]]

only once with a fixed value of c = 1.

Protocol πEOP for Equal Opportunity By definition,
equal opportunity for a binary predictor is satisfied if (Hardt,
Price, and Srebro 2016)

P(Ŷ = 1 |Y = 1, A = 0) = P(Ŷ = 1 |Y = 1, A = 1) (5)

implying that the TPR is the same for both the unprotected
and the protected group. This fairness notion is a relaxation
of equalized odds in a sense that it focuses only the positive
or advantaged outcome.

Protocol 1 can be modified directly to compute Eq. (5) re-
sulting in a new protocol πEOP. This can be done by running
the inner for-loop only once, with a fixed value of c = 1 (bi-
nary classification) and by removing several lines, i.e. Line
9; the lines that compute FP and TN (Lines 13–14,17–18);
and the lines that compute FPR (Lines 22–23). Through ex-
ecuting the resulting protocol πEOP, the servers will only
compute secret shares of TPR (Line 25) for c = 1.

Protocol πGACC for Sub-Group Accuracy This notion
of fairness, similar to overall accuracy equality (Berk et al.
2021), is satisfied if the classifier is equally accurate for both
the protected and unprotected group.

To report sub-group accuracy, PRIVFAIR’s protocol
πGACC (see Protocol 2) computes the accuracy for the pro-
tected group, the accuracy for the unprotected group, and the
overall accuracy. These notions are defined as follows, for a
classifier M and an audit data set D with instances of the

form (x, y, a):

ACCA=1 =
|{(x, y, 1) ∈ D | y =M(x)}|

|{(x, y, 1) ∈ D}|
(6)

ACCA=0 =
|{(x, y, 0) ∈ D | y =M(x)}|

|{(x, y, 0) ∈ D}|
(7)

ACC =
|{(x, y, a) ∈ D | y =M(x)}|

|{(x, y, a) ∈ D}|
(8)

Eq. (6)–(8) cover both binary and multi-class classifiers.
On Line 1 in Protocol 2, the servers perform privacy-

preserving labeling of the audit data D with the modelM.
On Line 2-4, the servers “count” how many instances in the
audit data belong to the protected group, i.e. the denomina-
tor of Eq. (6). Note that each of the servers obtains only a
secret share of the resulting countA=1, i.e. no server finds
out how many instances in the audit data belong to the pro-
tected class. Since the total number of instances N is pub-
lic information, the servers can straightforwardly retrieve a
secret-sharing of the number of instances belonging to the
unprotected group by computing N − [[countA=1]]. This is
leveraged in Line 5.

Through Lines 8–14, the servers count how many predic-
tions are correct. To this end, for each instance, on Line 9 the
servers compute the difference between the actual outcome
and predicted outcome. If this difference is equal to zero as
per Line 10, it means it was a correct prediction. Lines 11–
13 decide whether this correct prediction is to be accounted
for in the total of the protected or the unprotected group. The
right hand side of Line 13 for the unprotected group is writ-
ten to take advantage of the multiplication that was already
done for the protected group on Line 11.

On Line 15–16 the servers compute accuracy for the pro-
tected and unprotected group respectively. Line 17 computes
overall accuracy by performing secure addition of number of
correct instances for each subgroup followed by secure mul-
tiplication with a constant 1/N .

Protocol πDP for Demographic Parity Demographic
parity, also known as statistical parity, is one of the best
known and most widely accepted notions of group fairness.
A classifier satisfies demographic parity if (Dwork et al.
2012)

P(Ŷ = 1 |A = 0) = P(Ŷ = 1 |A = 1) (9)

implying that both protected and unprotected groups have
equal probability of receiving positive outcomes (Verma and
Rubin 2018). This is equivalent to the ratio of the number
of positive outcomes for the group to the total number of
instances belonging to the group. Note that the number of
positive outcomes for a group in the audit data is the sum of
the number of true positives and the number of false posi-
tives for that group, an idea that is leveraged in PRIVFAIR’s
MPC protocol πDP for demographic parity.

Protocol πDP can be derived by replacing Line 2 in Pro-
tocol 1 with c = 1 (for binary classification) and retaining
only the lines required for computing TP and FP for each
subgroup (Lines 3–10,11,13,15,17). Furthermore, Lines 20-
23 are replaced by lines that compute the sum of TP and FP:



Task
#Samples
(owned
by Bob)

#Model
Parameters
(owned
by Alice)

Passive Active

DP (πDP) EOP (πEOP) DP (πDP) EOP (πEOP)
Binary
classification 200 47

(LR) 2PC 3.34 sec 3.36 sec 239.24 sec 238.69 sec

3PC 1.37 sec 1.67 sec 6.41 sec 6.43 sec
EOD (πEOD) Grp. Acc (πGACC) EOD (πEOD) Grp. Acc (πGACC)

Multi-class
classification 56 1.48M

(ConvNet) 2PC 5,866.47 sec 5,866.46 sec 42,745.09 sec 42,742.00 sec

3PC 29.92 sec 29.84 sec 199.02 sec 198.99 sec

Table 2: Time taken to execute individual MPC protocols in PRIVFAIR – includes time for making inferences and fairness
evaluation. Binary classification corresponds to credit score classification on the German credit score data set. Multi-class
classification corresponds to detecting one of 7 emotions in an image using the RAVDESS data set. The times do not include
compile time and are an average over 5 runs. DP: Demographic Parity, EOP: Equal Oppurtunity, EOD: Equalized Odds, Grp.
Acc: Sub-group accuracy. 2PC-Passive: (Cramer et al. 2018), 2PC-Active: (Damgård et al. 2019) , 3PC-Passive: (Araki et al.
2016) , 3PC-Active: (Dalskov, Escudero, and Keller 2021).

[[POSA=1]] ← [[TPA=1]] + [[FPA=1]]
[[POSA=0]] ← [[TPA=0]] + [[FPA=0]]

Additionally to compute the ratio, we adopt computations
similar to Protocol 2, by including lines for computing
counts of the instances belonging to each group (Lines 2–
5), followed by the lines to compute the ratio

[[DPA=1]] ← πDIV([[POSA=1]] , [[countA=1]])
[[DPA=0]] ← πDIV([[POSA=0]] , [[countA=0]])

At the end, Line 25 in Protocol 1 is replaced with

return [[DPA=1]], [[DPA=0]]

Results
PRIVFAIR is implemented1 on top of MP-SPDZ (Keller
2020) and is sufficiently generic to take advantage of the
variety of underlying MPC schemes in MP-SPDZ.

We perform all our experiments on virtual machines
(host) on Google Cloud Platform (GCP) with 8 vCPUs,
32 GB RAM and egress bandwidth limited to 16 Gbps.
We use mixed computations (Mohassel and Rindal 2018;
Araki et al. 2018; Demmler, Schneider, and Zohner 2015;
Escudero et al. 2020) that switch between arithmetic (Z2k

with k = 64) and binary (Z2) computations for efficiency.
All integer additions and multiplications are performed over
the arithmetic domain and any non-linear functions such as
comparisons are computed over the binary domain.

We report the time taken to execute the MPC protocols
in PRIVFAIR under different security settings in Table 2,
namely for 2PC and 3PC with passive or with active ad-
versaries. To perform experiments for binary classification,
we audit a logistic regression (LR) model for credit score
classification on the benchmark German credit score data
set (Dua and Graff 2017). The servers run MPC protocols
πDP and πEOP from PRIVFAIR to compute demographic par-
ity and equality of opportunity, using gender as the sensi-
tive attribute. For multi-class classification, we demonstrate

1https://bitbucket.org/uwtppml/privfair

PRIVFAIR to audit a ConvNet (∼ 1.48M parameters) model
for emotion recognition from images (Pentyala, Dowsley,
and De Cock 2021). As audit data, we use 56 images from
the RAVDESS data set (Livingstone and Russo 2018) corre-
sponding to different emotions, namely neutral, happy, sad,
angry, fearful, disgust, and surprised. Using gender as the
sensitive attribute, the servers run MPC protocols πEOD and
πGACC from PRIVFAIR to compute equalized odds and sub-
group accuracy.

Regarding utility we note that the LR and ConvNet mod-
els were trained in the clear, and that the πINFER protocol
for secure inference with these models infer the same labels
as one would obtain without encryption, i.e. there is no loss
of utility (accuracy). The results of the secure fairness au-
diting protocols are therefore also the same as one would
obtain without encryption. In the remainder of this section,
we therefore focus on the runtimes.

The times reported in Table 2 correspond to the entire run-
time of the MPC protocols, i.e. both the so-called offline and
online phases. The offline phase includes any preprocessing
required to begin executing the MPC protocol (such as the
generation of the correlated randomness that is needed for
the secure multiplication πMUL) and is independent of the
specific input values; the online phase is where the MPC
protocol executes on the specific inputs.

Furthermore, the times reported in Table 2 encompass the
time needed to infer class labels for all the instances in the
audit data (such as on Line 1 in Protocol 1 and Protocol 2)
and the time needed to evaluate the individual applicable
fairness notions. The substantial differences in runtime for
auditing the logistic regression model (binary classification)
vs. the ConvNet model (multi-class classification) stem from
large differences in runtime for the inference step. For exam-
ple, auditing 56 images belonging to 7 classes with a Con-
vNet of 1.48M parameters to report EOD takes 42.745.09
sec in the active 2PC setting. Out of this, 42515.82 sec were
taken to classify the 56 images in the audit data in a privacy-
preserving manner (Line 1 of Protocol 1), while execution
of the rest of Protocol 1 to evaluate the fairness metric itself

https://bitbucket.org/uwtppml/privfair


took 229.27 sec. Nearly all the time taken by PRIVFAIR’s
protocols for auditing the image classifier are spent on in-
ference, while the time taken to evaluate only the fairness
metrics given the labels is near real-time and practical.

Our runtime results for the time-consuming inference (the
first step in the fairness auditing protocols) align with the
observations in the MPC literature (Dalskov, Escudero, and
Keller 2020, 2021; Pentyala, Dowsley, and De Cock 2021)
where there is also a substantial difference between proto-
cols for passive and active adversarial settings. Providing se-
curity in the presence of active or “malicious” adversaries,
i.e. ensuring that no such adversarial attack can succeed,
comes at a much higher computational cost than in the pas-
sive case. The same holds for a dishonest-majority 2PC set-
ting where each party (server) only trusts itself, versus a
much faster 3PC honest-majority setting. We note that un-
like in privacy-preserving inference applications, where fast
responsiveness of the system can be of utmost importance
for practical applications (Dalskov, Escudero, and Keller
2020; Pentyala, Dowsley, and De Cock 2021), in fairness
auditing use cases such as the ones we consider in this pa-
per, one can typically afford longer runtimes, justifying the
use of the most stringent security settings.

All the above results carry over to any similar, same sized
audit data sets and models. With increase in the size of the
data set or the number of parameters of the model, the times
for execution of the MPC protocols will increase linearly
(Pentyala, Dowsley, and De Cock 2021).

Conclusion & Future Directions
In this paper, we presented PRIVFAIR, a first-of-its-kind li-
brary for privacy-preserving fairness audits of ML models.
The protocols in PRIVFAIR allow an investigator Bob with
audit data to evaluate the fairness of a model owner Al-
ice’s ML model without requiring Bob or Alice to disclose
their inputs to anyone in an unencrypted manner. The com-
putations required for the fairness audits are performed by
servers (parties) in a privacy-preserving manner. To protect
both the trained model parameters and the audit data, we use
Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) which allows for
parties to jointly compute functions over encrypted shares
of data. PRIVFAIR enables 2PC scenarios in which Alice
and Bob act as the 2 parties themselves, as well as 3PC sce-
narios in which Alice and Bob outsource the fairness audit
to untrusted servers in the cloud. The latter service can be
adapted to be used not only for synchronous but also asyn-
chronous MPC computations, where servers each store the
corresponding secret shares of the models that are to be in-
vestigated and an external investigator can choose the de-
sired model to investigate.

The current open-source implementation of PRIVFAIR in-
cludes MPC protocols for the well established fairness met-
rics of equalized odds, equal opportunity, subgroup accu-
racy, and demographic parity. The fairness auditing proto-
cols can be selected based on their suitability to the appli-
cation where fairness is to be guaranteed. PRIVFAIR can be
easily used and extended to report other statistical notions of
fairness (Verma and Rubin 2018) such as treatment equality
(Berk et al. 2021) and predictive equality (Corbett-Davies

et al. 2017). Furthermore, while we have demonstrated the
use of PRIVFAIR for auditing of logistic regression and Con-
vNet models, the fairness auditing protocols can be used for
any kind of model architecture for which an MPC proto-
col for secure inference is available, including decision tree
models, random forests, support vector machines, and other
kinds of neural networks (De Cock et al. 2019; Fritchman
et al. 2018; Agrawal et al. 2019; Reich et al. 2019; Dalskov,
Escudero, and Keller 2020).

The applicability and usefulness of PRIVFAIR stretches
well beyond the applications considered in our experiments.
AI services that deal with sensitive data such as in health-
care, banking, predictive policing etc. not only need to pro-
tect data but also ensure that unbiased AI services are avail-
able to all. PRIVFAIR is a first step where AI developers
and AI end users can collaborate to aim for unbiased AI
services, while protecting their data. As such, the impact of
using PRIVFAIR can be significant in all fields where ML
models appear for automated decision making, e.g., educa-
tion, housing, law-enforcement, healthcare, and banking, as
well as new application domains yet to be discovered.
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